BERLIN CONSERVATION CLUB
THURSDAY NIGHT WINTER TRAP LEAGUE RULES
1. Safe gun handling is required of all shooters while on the club grounds. All guns
must have the Action open when not on the firing line.
2. No loading of Guns before your turn come up in line. NO more than One shell in
Gun at a time when on the line. If you experience difficulties with your gun you must
keep the muzzle pointed down range until the jam or problem is resolved.
3. All league shooters are to be current members of the Berlin Conservation Club.
4. League competition is 12 weeks beginning at date set each year. No make-up week.
5. Sponsor fee is $10.00 per team
6. Two people constitute a team. Each team will designate one of their members as
“Captain”. No One will shoot on more than one team. No subs.
7. The Team Captain is responsible for collecting the sponsor fee to be paid to the cashier.
8. All teams will shoot on a first come first serve basis.
9. Each team member is to shoot 25 rounds for each league shoot.
10. No team is not allowed to keep their own scores!
11. Each team, after shooting, must make sure the next squad has a marker before leaving
the club grounds. The Team Captain is responsible.
12. Any decisions pertaining to trap league rules will be decided by Active Team
Captains and Club Management.
13. No team may get more that 3 weeks behind or their average minus 5 birds will be
used – Unless club is closed due to the weather.
14. A 12 year old does not have to have a guardian on the grounds if he/she has their
hunter safety certificate.
15. To qualify for High Gun, you must make all 12 shoots.
16. To qualify for prize money, all 12 weeks need to be shot.
17. To qualify for the 100 Bird, you will have to shoot at least 5 times or you will
automatically shoot in Class A.
18. Price for a league round will be determined yearly. Current fee is $4.50. ($3.25
targets, $1.25 prize money)
19. Yelling, cheering, and jumping around on the firing line is not permitted at any time.
20. People that are not shooting, other than team on deck, people marking, or instructing
others, are not allowed beyond the fence during shooting events.
21. NO ALCOHOL OR FOOD ON OR BEYOND THE FENCE.
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